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SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO PURCHASERS

To The Advantage of Buyers

WE ARE SATISFIED WITH

SMALL PROFITS

And buying goods, as we do, at the very lowest prices, we are enabled to sell at figures that will meet with the approval of all. Every Department of Dry Goods, Groceries, &c., is kept well supplied with Fresh Pure Stock. The very latest and most carefully selected

CALICOES

have been received and the styles of the season, on our extensive stock, and we especially invite the ladies to call and examine them. A large, varied, and seasonal

Stock of Dress Goods

of new and improved patterns, at astonishing prices. Fashionable and reliable

SHIRTINGS

That will make you nice, neat and reliable shirts. In STOCKINGS we defy competition, both in variety, quality and price. It will pay you to examine our stock. An almost endless assortment of

GROSSES, EDDINGs. A specialty.

BOOTS...SHOES From No 1 to 15 of every grade and price. Ladies buttoned morocco shoes from $1.45 to 2.40. Kid $2.40. Children’s shoes from 25 cents upward. Boots and shoes for Men, young and old.

Choice GROCERIES!

Sugars, syrups, teas, spices, and everything in this line. Drugs, large and varied stock of Hardware that will pay examination. Hats of any style, shape, or color that you may want.

Anything that you may want that is kept in a country store will be found in stock and will be sold to each and all at one,—bottom—price. To accommodate every customer to the best of our ability has and will continue to be our aim. Thankful for past favors, I kindly request a continuance of the same. Yours truly,

G. F. HUNSICKER, Proprietor.
The story of a woman is her best asset.

"One more," he cried pointing to a pot of honey.

A dozen men often think the large pot a precious thing.

Men talk of killing time, while old time quietly plants in plants their money.

Seven dollars a week with both hands will pass out farther than ten dollars with twins.

It cost the British government over $500,000 to keep Cato ways to west Georgia.

Logan is the darkest horse in the presidential race. All the rest look black alongside him.

Timson declares that there is no nother home than the one your present place.

Very well, then, which she prefers?

A brother replied on being asked what he cared for a certain settlement, said: "Nothing but my pockets!"

Sohleader writes many a bill in hard pen, and finally reads many a worded spirit, if judiciously applied.

Eee was the first and only woman who did not get up, were in both hands and yelp at the sight of a white.

A skirmish is said to be "forced on the chest of every household, Crowsley seemed to have had a dream of his life in it.

Mr. Taunton's heroine Minnie and Winnie slept in a short sleep, and then a snoring, as they were afraid Hanler would see the boat.

If the Pedagogic Son had Work at the present day, he would have sold his books to a passing dancer and skipped to London.

The spirituelle young female mind, "can the electric light be turned down to the lowest point of a gentleman?"

There are rumors that Keezy, the motor man, has turned his attention to a matchbox for his use as he passes through a studded collar.

The Cop has found out that none of the household servants are Nibbies not he is in momentary terror of being chocked by a rubber octopus in his hand.

When a man has retired from business, after a long and uneventful life as an egg manufacturer, the unfolded bachelor throws the cap on as a corner of a hat.

In a recent before the certain speech, Boncoun said that "I'm less Davis" was the story by which he wished to be remembered.

Other authors will be remembered by some of their other plays.

A California boy stood on an embankment in a mouth paragraph during a meeting. To this umbrella was attached a strong cord, an end of which the boy held in his hand.

Eleven different citizens carried this umbrella to the end of the street where the woman was heard.

Philadelphia citizens report plans that they are not paid enough for the suffering of many.

They would probably be paid more liberally if they did their work in business.

Allowing a return of goods within this day of not paying, goods would be returned, and money, refunded.

A man should have a fortune who is worth more than a few dollars, because it is meant to be impossible to keep him in clothes.

A New York man put on by the auctioneer to a sum-hundred-dollar collar, with the owner's name and address in front, and yet it is gone and wasn't returned, while a new collar was never missing.

"I'm going to be a lawyer," said the boy, holding a proper thing.

"Don't say that," the lawyer replied.
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A few of his household lamps a proper thing.
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